
She screamed ‘Hello World’ with the assertiveness of a 

newborn, wordlessly announcing that from that moment on 

she will be breathing on her own. IPhones spread her cry around 

the world. A midwife cocooned her in blankets and handed her 

back to Yeela.  From what I’ve been told, Baby Ruth’s delivery was 

much less traumatic than her sister’s before her. What more could one ask 

for, except perhaps an explanation of the miracle of birth. This time around 

the doctor worked more like a dentist than a meat carver, there was far less blood loss, less 

tissue damage so Yeela walked away from the delivery room with an 

Apgar score of ten. Suma summed up the nonviolent delivery in 

eloquent terms which any man could understand. Yeela’s perspective was more 

reserved, yet somewhat broader, conveying that all was well. It took a few 

minutes for the first details to come across the ocean, and another day for expert opinion 

from the highest authority after Yeela abducted Benny Bar-Oz to 

look at both offspring. Kijkij was declared disease free and was 

allowed to hug and bite Sister Ruth while she was still warm. Ten minutes old, 

nameless but full of character Baby Ruth stared with sparkling eyes into an iPhone’s 

camera which immortalized her glowing glare. Suma determined that the girls looked very 

similar and within minutes circulated the evidence to prove it. Indeed they were only one pound apart 

at the time of birth. There was one more pound to push this time around, yet still less carnage. The 

timing could not have been better. As they near birth and shortly thereafter babies 

grow faster than Bitcoins (which Imma is now stashing hoping they grow forever.) 

At such growth rate Baby Ruth would weigh two hundred kilos by her first birthday 

(twice what Babe Ruth weighed when he was playing for the Yankees, but who 

gives a shit). It’s a good thing she was born when she was, with everyone where 

they were supposed to be. Tal and Tintin were at school, learning the 

ways of the human and mechanical minds. I was in Henderson 

supporting my part of the family and Osmo was working to support 

his part of the family. Working for long hours it took a few more minutes before he 

caught up with all that had happened. So hard did he toil that he had lost track of 

time, and was not aware his uncle-ship was due to be doubled. Suma was very patient with him as was I. 

With almost a whole day before her flight, Imma was safely at home and Yeela could focus on delivering 

the baby without worrying about Imma being arrested by the TSA. So Imma was happy and Suma was 

happy and Osmo was happy and Tintin was so happy that he and wrote about it at greater length of 

exclamation marks. After two days Yeela went home where Imma was already taking care Kijkij, having 

bounded up the steps in spite of her knee. What more could one ask for save perhaps for a picture   of 

all five ladies together so we know for sure that we’re not making up this miracle… 

 


